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ABSTRACT
Commercial cloud offerings, such as Amazon’s EC2, let users allocate compute resources
on demand, charging based on reserved time intervals. While this gives great flexibility
to elastic applications, users lack guidance for choosing between multiple offerings, in
order to complete their computations within given budget constraints. In this work, we
present BaTS, our budget-constrained scheduler. Using a small task sample, BaTS can
estimate costs and makespan for a given bag on different cloud offerings. It provides
the user with a choice of options before execution and then schedules the bag according
to the user’s preferences. BaTS requires no a-priori information about task completion
times. We evaluate BaTS by emulating different cloud environments on the DAS-3 multicluster system. Our results show that BaTS correctly estimates budget and makespan for
the scenarios investigated; the user-selected schedule is then executed within the given
budget limitations.
Keywords: runtime estimation, sampling, linear regression, cloud computing

1. Introduction
In computational science, parameter sweep or bag of tasks applications are as dominant as computationally demanding. The classic Condor [1] system is in widespread
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use to deploy as many application tasks as possible on otherwise under utilized
computers, coining the term of High Throughput Computing, utilizing networks of
idle workstations, cluster computers, and computational grids.
Common to such computing platforms is the model of sharing on a best-effort
basis, without any performance guarantees, and commonly also free of charge. This
cost-free, best-effort model has had a strong influence on the way bag-of-tasks applications have been deployed. Scientists simply grab as many machines as possible,
trying to improve their computational throughput, while neglecting how quickly
certain machines can perform the given tasks.
When Amazon announced EC2, its Elastic Computing Cloud [2], the era of
cloud computing started to offer a different computing paradigm. EC2 and other
commercial cloud offerings provide compute resources with defined quality of service
(CPU type and clock speed, size of main memory, etc.) These computers can be
allocated, and are charged, for given time intervals, typically per hour.
The various commercial offerings differ not only in price, but also in the types
of machines that can be allocated. Within EC2 alone, there are several types of machines. While all machine offerings are described in terms of CPU clock frequency
and memory size, it is not clear at all which machine type would execute a given
user application faster than others, let alone predicting which machine type would
provide the best price-performance ratio. The problem of allocating the right number of machines, of the right type, for the right time frame, strongly depends on the
application program, and is left to the user. As a consequence, users lack a sense of
the range of budgets needed for a given bag’s execution.
In this work, we extend BaTS, our budget-constrained scheduler [3]. BaTS requires no a-priori information about task completion times, instead BaTS learns
them at runtime. The contribution of this paper provides the user with a range of
reasonable budget and runtime estimations before the bulk of the execution starts.
We extend BaTS by a mechanism to estimate makespans and costs of computing a
bag of tasks on different combinations of cloud machines using a single and small
initial sample of tasks.
As the result of the initial sampling phase, the user is presented with several
choices, either preferring lower cost or faster execution. Based on the user’s choice,
BaTS schedules such that the bag of tasks will be executed within the given budget
(if possible), while minimizing the completion time.
For evaluation purposes, we have emulated different types of clouds on the DAS-3
multi-cluster system. Here, our evaluation shows that BaTS finds different schedules
and is able to comply to its own predicted makespans and budget limits.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the estimation
mechanism for bag runtimes and costs on different cloud combinations. In Section 3, we present the BaTS scheduling algorithm and how it enforces the estimated
makespan and budget limitations. In Section 4, we evaluate BaTS’ performance and
compliance to its own estimations. Section 5 discusses related approaches before we
draw conclusions and outline directions of ongoing work in Section 6.
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2. Budget Estimation for Bags of Tasks
BaTS is scheduling large bags of tasks onto multiple cloud platforms. The individual tasks are scheduled in a self-scheduling manner onto the allocated machines.
The core functionality (execution phase) is to allocate a number of machines from
different clouds, and to adapt the allocation regularly by acquiring and/or releasing machines in order to minimize the overall makespan while respecting the given
budget limitation. We enrich the core functionality with an initial sampling phase
that computes a list of budget estimates providing the user with flexible control of
the execution phase.
We assume that the tasks of a bag are independent of each other, so they are
ready to be scheduled immediately. We also assume that the tasks can be preempted
and rescheduled later, if needed by a reconfiguration of the cloud environment. Our
task model incurs no prior knowledge about the task execution times. We assume
that there is some completion time distribution among the tasks of a bag, but, apriori, it is unknown to both the user and to the BaTS scheduling algorithm. The
only information we require is the size of the bag (the total number of tasks that
need to be executed).
About the machines, we assume that they belong to certain categories (like EC2’s
“Standard Large” or “High-Memory Double Extra Large”) and that all machines
within a category are homogeneous. The only information BaTS uses about the
machines is their price, like “$0.1 per hour”. Also, BaTS uses a list of machine categories (cloud offerings) and the maximum number of machines in each category, to
which the user has access to. We use the term cluster for the machines of a category
(we do not, however, assume any kind of hardware clustering or co-location).
Our cost model assumes that machines can be allocated (reserved and charged)
for given machine reservation cycles, called accountable time unit (ATU), expressed
in minutes. For simplicity, we currently assume that the ATU is the same for all
clusters, e.g., sixty minutes. Each cluster, however, has its own cost per ATU per
machine, expressed in some currency.
Our very general task model does not allow any hard budget guarantees for
the execution of the entire bag. Since BaTS has no a-priori information about the
individual execution time of each task, we cannot guarantee that a certain budget
will be definitely sufficient. The case might always occur that one or more outlier
tasks, with exceptionally high completion time, might be scheduled only towards
the end of the overall execution. With sufficiently large bags, however, this denotes
only a corner case. We can, however, guarantee that a certain threshold budget
(specified by a user guided by our estimates) will not be exceeded at the penalty of
an incomplete bag execution.
Figure 1 sketches BaTS’ overall system architecture. BaTS itself runs on a master
machine, likely outside a cloud environment. Here, the bag of tasks is available.
On the left side, Figure 1 sketches the sample phase module architecture. Here,
BaTS learns the bag’s stochastic properties and generates a list of budget estimates
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Fig. 1.



BaTS system architecture: sampling phase (left) and execution phase (right).

accordingly. The user is then asked to select one of the budgets corresponding to a
desired schedule. The user-selected schedule then determines the machines allocated
by BaTS for the execution phase, shown on the right side of Figure 1. Here, BaTS
allocates machines from various clusters and lets the scheduler dispatch the tasks
to the cluster machines. Feedback, both about task completion times and cluster
utilization, is used to reconfigure the clusters periodically.
In this section we explain the statistical and algorithmic mechanisms behind
BaTS. Section 2.1 describes how BaTS learns and maintains the completion time
distribution characteristic for each machine category. In Section 2.2 we describe how
the efforts of the sampling phase can be minimized using linear regression across
clusters. We explain how we compute budget estimates from the completion time
distributions in Section 2.3.
2.1. Profiling task execution time
BaTS learns execution time-related information by constantly observing the runtimes of submitted tasks. The basic idea is to estimate an average of the task
execution time for each cluster. For this purpose, BaTS uses a cumulative moving
average mechanism. Based on these estimates, BaTS decides which combination of
machines would satisfy the budget constraint and optimize the makespan. During
the execution phase, we also provide the decision loop with feedback from monitoring the actual progress made, as will be described in Section 3.1.
We profile the task execution time on a per-cluster level. When the sampling
phase module is absent, we perform an implicit sampling phase within the execution
phase. The theoretical foundations are the same for this implicit sampling and for
the separate sampling phase. (The latter is a significantly optimized variant of what
is described here.)
We use a small sample set as an initial subset of data points; one set per cluster.
The size ns of the sample set can be computed with respect to a certain confidence
level, based on the canonical statistical formula for sampling with replacement [4]:
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N ∗ zα2
ns = 2
,
zα + 2 ∗ (N − 1)∆2


where N is the size of the bag, ∆ ∈ {0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25} are typical values for
the error level, α ∈ (0, 1) is the confidence level and zα is related to the Gaussian
cumulative distribution function, usual values being: z0.90 = 1.65, z0.95 = 1.96
and z0.99 = 2.58. To correctly approximate the sampling with replacement model,
N must be much larger than ns ; in practice, ns ≤ l0.05 ∗mN provides the desired
2
zα
property. However, ns has an upper bound given by 2∗∆
2 , as shown in Figure 2.
This means that relatively small samples are sufficient to estimate task runtimes
reasonably well.
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Fig. 2.

Sample size variation w.r.t. bag size; α = 0.95, z0.95 = 1.96, ∆ = 0.25

From the moment at which all sample tasks of a cluster are finished, we derive
an average task execution time per cluster (Ti , expressed in minutes), computed as
a modified cumulative moving average [5] of task execution times seen so far:

Ti =

Ptasksrunning

τk + rtdone
k=1
tasksrunning + tasksdone

We use the execution times of the sample tasks as indicators for all tasks from
the bag. For this purpose, we maintain an ordered list of the execution times from
the sample. Whenever Ti is (re-)computed later during the run, a task j submitted
on cluster i which has not yet finished execution at this time is estimated by (τje )
as the average of sample set tasks runtimes higher than τj , the time elapsed since
its submission:

τje =

Pn

τk
,
n−k+1
k

τk > τj
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This estimate is used when calculating the new Ti , representing task j as one of
those from the tail of the sample’s distribution.
The average estimated task execution time for cluster i represents the mapping
between the bag-of-tasks and a machine of type i. Therefore any such machine can
execute T1i tasks from the bag per minute and this quantity is the theoretical average
estimated speed of a machine of type i. The Ti values provide information about
the quality of the machines in cluster i with respect to the bag-of-tasks currently
under execution.
Ti is initialized when the sample set tasks sent to a cluster i finish. After the initialization step we update Ti at given monitoring intervals. We chose the monitoring
interval small enough to enable timely detections of possible constraint violations.
2.2. Minimizing the sampling-phase efforts
We aim to enable users with a choice of schedules for their bag, having different
makespans and budget requirements. We achieve this by decoupling the sampling
phase from the execution phase, as shown by Figure 1. In the sampling phase, BaTS
learns the stochastic properties (e.g. the runtime distribution, average execution
time) of the user’s bag of tasks w.r.t. each participating cluster. Based on these
estimates, BaTS computes relevant schedules and their respective required budget
estimates, prompting the user for selection. The execution phase controls the actual
cost incurred by the bag to comply with the user selection.
In order to estimate stochastic properties of the bag-of-tasks w.r.t. each participating cluster, we need to execute ns randomly selected samples on each cluster.
However, there are two problems with this approach: (a) it incurs the cost of executing ns × nclusters tasks, while actually executing only ns distinct tasks; and (b), it
uses all machine types, no matter how un-profitable. We can increase the efficiency
by executing different full sample sets on each cluster. This approach remains valid
from a stochastic point of view, but does not address the second problem.
We propose a model in which task execution times on different machine types
(clusters) exhibit a linear dependency:
ti,k = β0k,j + β1k,j × ti,j
where ti,k is the expected execution time of a task i on a machine of type k and it is
calculated based on the execution time of that task on a machine of type j. Based on
this assumption, we use linear regression to estimate task runtimes across clusters.
Results from statistics [6] show that for linear regression a sample set nlr = 7 suffices
to accurately compute β0k,j , β1k,j . We randomly select from the bag ns tasks. We
replicate 7 tasks from this set on all machine types. The remaining ns −nlr tasks are
distributed among all the machines in a self-scheduling manner. When we collect all
the runtimes of the 7 replicated tasks, we arbitrarily select one cluster (base) and
we compute all pairs (β0k,base , β1k,base ), with 1 ≤ k ≤ nclusters , k 6= base.
We use these pairs to estimate the runtimes on cluster base for those tasks part
of the ns − nlr set which where executed on other machine types:
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ti,k − β0k,base
β1k,base

We now have a complete sample set and we can proceed to derive the stochastic
properties of the bag w.r.t. the base cluster. Furthermore, based on (β0k,base , β1k,base )
and (β0j,base , β1j,base ) we can derive the linear dependency parameters for any two
machine types k, j:
β0k,j = β0k,base − β1k,base ×

β0j,base
β1j,base

;

β1k,j =

β1k,base
β1j,base

Based on the complete sample set of the base cluster, we generate complete
sample sets for all other participating clusters. We then use these sample sets to
populate the sample sets required by the task profiler presented in Section 2.1.
2.3. Computing budget estimates from the completion time
distributions
We use the average task execution time of each cluster Ci , i ∈ {1, ..., Cnc } participating in the bag-of-tasks execution to compute estimates of the makespan (Te )
and budget(Be ) needed for the bag-of-tasks execution:
N
Te = PCnc

ai
i=1 Ti

;

Be =



Te
AT U

 X
Cnc
ai ∗ c i ,
∗
i=1

where N is the number of tasks in the bag, ci , i ∈ {1, ..., Cnc } is the cost per ATU
for a machine of type Ci and ai , i ∈ {1, ..., Cnc } are the numbers of machines allocated from each cluster. Our current approach finds the best makespan affordable
given the user-specified budget (B): We minimize Te by maximizing the number of
executed tasks per minute, and therefore per ATU, while the cost of executing all
N tasks at this speed stays within the user specified budget:

maximize

Cnc
X
i=1

subject to

&

ai ∗

1
Ti

AT U ∗

N
PCnc

ai
i=1 Ti

'

∗

Cnc
X
i=1

ai ∗ c i ≤ B

where Ai , i ∈ {1, ..., Cnc } is the maximum number of machines of type i.
Modified Bounded Knapsack Problem (BKP) solver. We solve the above
non-linear integer programming problem by modifying the Bounded Knapsack Problem (BKP). In general, the BKP takes a set of item types, where each type j is
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characterized by a profit pj , a weight wj and a maximum number of items bj , and
determines the number of items (xj ) from each type to be packed such that it
maximizes the total profit while the total weight is less than a certain limit (W ):

maximize

subject to

m
X

j=1
m
X
j=1

pj ∗ x j
wj ∗ xj ≤ W,

xj ∈ {0, 1, ..., bj }

We reformulate the Bounded Knapsack Problem (BKP) in the following way:
maximize the total speed per ATU (profit), while maintaining the total cost within
the budget. A cluster becomes an item type with profit T1i and cost ci and the
bounds for each item type are given by the maximum number (Ai ) of available
machines (including the ones already acquired by BaTS) in the respective cluster.
The solution to this problem represents a machine configuration, where the number
of machines from a cluster i is the number of items of the corresponding type.
Intuitively, our modified BKP looks for the fastest combination of machines whose
total cost per ATU is within a given limit.
Though BKP is NP-complete, it can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time either
by expressing it as a 0-1 Knapsack Problem [7] or by using a specialized algorithm
[8]. Since both the number of machine types as well as the number of machines of
each type are small (compared to the number of tasks), the input of the reformulated
BKP can be considered small in its length, not only in its value, which greatly reduces
the time needed to find an exact solution. We chose to solve our modified BKP as a
0-1 Knapsack Problem, using dynamic programming. We define recursively P(i,w):
P (0, w) = 0
P (i, 0) = 0
P (i, w) = max{P (i − 1, w), pi + P (i − 1, w − ci )},
if ci ≤ w

P (i, w) = P (i − 1, w), otherwise
where P (i, w) is the profit obtained by using i items with an average
cost per ATU of w. In order to find the candidate solutions, we compute
PCnc
PCnc
P ( i=1
Ai , i=1
ci ∗ Ai ). We filter the solution set using the constraint
price ∗



N

AT U ∗ Pcand (m, price)



≤B ,

where N is the number of tasks to be executed and Pcand is the candidate solution
representing m machines that cost price per ATU. The final solution is processed
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to obtain the number of machines from each type.
PCnc
PCnc
ci ∗Ai ),
Ai )∗( i=1
The complexity of our modified BKP is dominated by ( i=1
while an algorithm that searches exhaustively for all possible solutions is dominated
QCnc
Ai . This allows BaTS to re-compute machine configurations at runtime.
by i=1

Adjusting BKP’s results to indivisible tasks. In previous work [3] we have
identified a rounding problem. The rounding problem arises from BKP considering
a fluid computation time across reserved machines, whereas individual tasks can not
be split across multiple machines and thus expose discrete runtime requirements.
As a consequence, though the total computation time of reserved machines covers
the total computation time required by the execution of the bag, in some cases the
individual computation time of reserved machines did not allow execution of the
remaining tasks in the bag, forcing BaTS to either abort execution or reconfigure
to a much slower schedule. We have analyzed the particular cases and found that
we can predict very early when such a situation would arise.
Let us assume that the user chose a schedule Sched. The schedule is characterized
by an input budget B, an output configuration {ak } (the number of machines of type
k) and an output makespan M (expressed in ATUs). The makespan is expressed
in accountable time units for cost computation reasons. We can also compute an
expected average makespan, expressed in minutes. A machine of type k is expected
to complete on average nk tasks during the makespan M , with nk ∈ N.
nk =



M
Tk



We identify high risk schedules by comparing the total number of tasks in the
bag, N , with the average number of tasks covered by the machines in the schedule’s
configuration:

∆N = N −

k=mt
X
k=1

ak ∗ nk

Theorem 1. For a given schedule Sched, ∆N has an upper bound equal to
Pk=mt
k=1 ak , ak ∈ Sched.

Proof. By construction, as a solution to BKP given as input N and B, a schedule
Sched satisfies

N≤
Since

k=mt
X
k=1

ak ∗

M
Tk
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k=mt
X
k=1

ak ∗ nk

k=mt
X
M
ak ∗ nk
−
Tk
k=1



M
nk =
Tk



Follows that
∆N ≤
which can be written as

k=mt
X
k=1

∆N ≤
Since M, Tk > 0,

 
k=mt
X
M
M
ak ∗
ak ∗
−
Tk
Tk
k=1

k=mt
X
k=1

ak ∗



 
M
M
−
Tk
Tk

 
M
M
≤1
−
Tk
Tk
and since ak ≥ 0,
ak ∗



 
M
M
−
≤ ak
Tk
Tk

ak ∗



  k=mt
X
M
M
ak
≤
−
Tk
Tk

Finally
k=mt
X
k=1

and

∆N ≤

k=1

k=mt
X

ak

k=1

When ∆N > 0, individual computation times are likely to force BaTS to abort
execution or reconfigure to a much slower schedule. In such cases, we have to improve
the schedule such that we provide enough individual computation time for the ∆N
tasks. We identify two cases which require different handling by analyzing the high
risk schedule (HRS): (a) the HRS has not reached the upper limit of machines
on all participating types and adding a bit of money could either replace cheaper,
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but slower machines with better ones, albeit more expensive, or simply allow the
acquisition of one more machine for the entire execution phase; (b) the HRS contains
the maximum number of machines available from each participating type and cannot
be improved by adding more machines of some type(s).
When (a) occurs, we refine the HRS by iteratively increasing the input budget
Bi until ∆N becomes zero or negative, or a threshold (“cushion”) budget has been
reached.
When (b) occurs, simply increasing the input budget Bi does not help, since
BKP cannot find a faster configuration for higher Bi . For this case, we compute
a ∆B extra (“cushion”) budget meant to pay for the execution of ∆N final tasks
when their execution would be aborted otherwise. BaTS is aware whether there is
an extra budget for this run and how many tasks the extra money is meant for.
In this section, we have explained how BaTS can estimate makespans and budget
requirements for a given bag of tasks on a set of cloud clusters. BaTS presents
several estimated budget/makespan combinations to the user, ranging from the
lowest budget (with high makespan) to the fastest makespan (with higher budget)
and some values in between. The user can then make an educated guess about
expected runtimes, costs, and choose a combination to his or her likings.
3. Scheduling Bags of Tasks under Budget Control
Using the statistical properties of the bag, we let the user to select a feasible schedule
that satisfies her requirements. Based on the chosen budget/makespan combination,
BaTS has to implement the chosen option in the execution phase.
Decoupled from the sampling phase, the execution phase is dedicated to observing and enforcing the user’s choice. Apart from its high-throughput behavior,
the execution phase must also monitor its own compliance with the user selected
schedule, and perform corrective actions (cluster reconfigurations) if necessary.
3.1. Monitoring the plan’s execution
As described so far, BaTS estimates task runtimes and the related costs based on
the tasks that have been completed during the initial sampling phase, resulting
in an initial machine allocation. At regular monitoring intervals, this initial plan
is revisited to accommodate the actual progress of the bag of tasks. BaTS uses a
monitoring interval equal to a (small) fraction of the ATU, but at least equal to 5
minutes.
There are two reasons why the initial plan needs continuous refinement. First,
the average task completion time gets refined with each completed task. Second,
the allocated worker machines are not running in lock-step, such that each machine
has its own phase of ATU starting time, and its own ATU utilization given the
actual tasks it gets to execute that might leave unused time intervals. If, at a
given monitoring interval, the new information indicates a possible budget violation,
BaTS has to find another machine allocation, possibly marking certain (expensive)
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machines for being preempted at the end of their ATU, and/or other (cheaper)
machines to be added instead.
For evaluating the current machine allocation, BaTS checks for a possible discrepancy between the remaining budget and the remaining size of the bag. The
estimated number of tasks left in the bag, Ne , describes the utilization of the paid
ATUs for all workers. The remaining budget and its current distribution among the
active workers is reflected in the potential number of executed tasks, Np . The comparison between Ne and Np provides feedback on whether the current scheduling
plan fits the (new) information about the tasks of the bag.
For every cluster Ci , i ∈ {1, ..., Cnc } we maintain a list of all machines mj , j ∈
{1, ..., mmaxi } that participated at some point in the computation. For every machine mj we remember the number of executed tasks (ntmj ), the time spent executing tasks (rtmj ) and the total uptime (upmj ).
According to our economical model, the current ATU of each active machine
has been paid for once the machine enters it. However, the machine did not run yet
for the whole corresponding time. This means that tasks which will be executed by
the end of the machine’s current ATU are still in the bag. Follows that the current
size of the bag is not an accurate indicator of the necessary amount of money to
finish the computation. Therefore, we monitor the actual progress of the bag-oftasks execution by computing an estimate for the number of tasks, Ne , left in the
bag after the time for which we already paid elapses on each machine, at regular
intervals. The estimate is based on how many tasks each active machine is likely to
execute during the remaining span of their respective current ATU.
The remaining span does not include the expected runtime of the task currently
executed by the machine (i.e. if the machine is not marked for preemption, the
current task could take the machine to the next ATU). If a machine is not marked
for preemption we use the estimate of its uptime (upmj e ) and its current speed
(vmj ) to compute the expected number of tasks executed by it. We compute upmj e
based on the current uptime upmj , elapsed runtime of task (τ ) the task currently
executed on mj and its estimated runtime (τe ).

upmj e = upmj + (τe − τ )
We compute the current speed of this machine using the number of executed
tasks (ntmj ), the total runtime of executed tasks (rtmj ) and the estimate of the
currently running task:

vmj =

ntmj + 1
rtmj + τe

To compute the expected future number of tasks (f tmj ) executed by mj during
this ATU we learn the remaining span (δmj ) by using upmj e :
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f tm j = δ m j ∗ v m j

where

δmj = AT U − upmj e mod AT U
We can now express Ne as

Ne = Nr −

maxi
Cnc mX
X

i

f tm j

j=1

where Nr is the number of remaining tasks in the bag at the current moment
(monitoring interval) from which we subtract the number of tasks estimated to be
completed in the remaining, already paid-for time.
Workers are not synchronized with each other. Therefore, each worker is at a
different stage in the current execution plan. At regular intervals we need to check
that the remaining time for each worker according to the current execution plan
covers the estimated number of tasks left in the bag. For this purpose, we learn
how many tasks each worker is likely to execute in their remaining ATUs of the
execution plan, nrmj . The sum of these tasks is the potential number of executed
tasks, Np :

Np =

maxi
Cnc mX
X


i

j=1

l upm m

f tm

je

(nrmj ∗ AT U + ηmj ) ∗ vmj



where ηmj = AT U − vm j represents the time left of the previous ATU
j
which could not accommodate the execution of a task, but becomes useful since the
machine is not preempted.
We also keep track of the money spent so far by accumulating the current cost
of each machine used, including machines no longer active. To estimate the cost of
a task k still running we use again its τke value.
Since the remaining budget must accommodate the execution of Ne we check
at each monitoring interval that Ne ≤ Np to avoid possible budget violations.
When the relationship does not hold, BaTS default behavior is to compute a new
configuration which solves the possible budget violation. In turn, this leads to a
much slower schedule, as illustrated by results presented in previous work [3].
We extended BaTS by enabling the user to provide a cushion budget that BaTS
is allowed to spend dealing with the tasks resulting from the rounding problem.
We enhanced BaTS such that, when a possible budget violation is identified and
the user had provided a cushion, BaTS checks whether the cause is the rounding
problem (Section 2.3) and solves the possible budget violation accordingly.
Intuitively, the user-provided cushion would cover the execution of ∆N tasks
which rendered this schedule risky (see Section 2.3), therefore those tasks should be
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added to Np . BaTS identifies possible budget violations triggered by the rounding
problem by checking whether Ne ≤ Np + ∆N holds. If not, BaTS reverts to its
default behavior, invoking BKP with the remaining budget (without considering
the cushion) and the current estimate of the remaining problem size to find a new
machine configuration that satisfies the new budget constraint.
3.2. The BaTS algorithm
Based on the mechanisms developed so far, we can formulate the BaTS scheduling
algorithm, as shown in Fig. 3 (sampling phase) and Fig. 4 (execution phase). BaTS
takes as input a bag-of-tasks with a known size N and the description (cost and
maximum number of machines) of a set of available clusters((ci , Ai ), i ∈ {1, .., Cnc }).
Based on N it computes the sample size ns (see Section 2.1) and acquires a number
iw of machines, the initial workers on each participating cluster (currently, iw ∈
{1, 4, 7}). iw ideally equals 7, but the user may select different values. This set of
machines becomes the initial configuration.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

compute ns = sample size
initialize nlr = 7
construct initial configuration C
acquire machines according to C
while sample phase do
wait for any machine M to ask for work
if M returned result of task T then
update statistics for machine M
if T ∈ replicated set then
update the rtdone for regression point T for cm
else if T ∈ sample set then
update the rtdone for sample point T for cm
end if
end if
if replicated set tasks for cm not finished then
send M a replicated set task T ′
place T ′ in cm ’s regression points
else if sample set tasks not sufficient then
send M a randomly selected task T ′
place T ′ in cm ’s sample points
end if
end while
present user with list of possible schedules
Fig. 3.

Summary of the BaTS algorithm for the sampling phase.

BaTS acts as a master, while the acquired machines act as workers. As workers
join the computation, BaTS dispatches randomly selected tasks from the bag in a
first-come first-served manner, thus avoiding any bias from the task order within
the bag. When a worker running on a machine M from cluster cm reports back
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if (user selected schedule) then
populate sample sets
load configuration C according to selected schedule
else
run implicit sample phase
compute configuration C
end if
acquire machines according to C
while bag has tasks do
wait for any machine M to ask for work
if M returned result of task T then
update statistics for machine M
update the rtdone for cm
end if
if (monitoring time) then
compute estimates
if constraint violation then
call BKP to compute a new configuration C ′
acquire the extra machines required by C ′
save C ′ in C
end if
end if
if number of machines of cm satisfies C then
send M a randomly selected task T ′
remove T ′ from bag and place it in pending
else if number of machines of cm should decrease then
release M
end if
end while
Fig. 4.

Summary of the BaTS algorithm for the execution phase.

with a task T ’s result, BaTS updates the worker-related information (runtime time spent executing tasks, and the number of tasks executed by M ), as well as the
total execution time (rtdone ) for cluster cm with T ’s execution time.
BaTS starts with the sampling phase (Figure 3), during which it replicates nlr =
7 randomly selected tasks among the iw workers such that each task is executed
by one worker from each cluster. BaTS collects these runtimes (rti1 , . . . , rtiCnc ) for
each task i, i ∈ {1, .., nlr }. When a worker running on a machine M from cluster
cm returns a task Ti ’s result, BaTS updates the rticm , sends the worker another
randomly selected task and marks the worker for release at the end of its current
ATU. Once all nlr tuples are complete, BaTS computes the linear regression parameters (β1 , β0 ) and checks whether ns − nlr tasks, different from the replicated tasks,
are finished. If not, BaTS computes an intermediary most profitable machine type
based on runtimes collected so far and continues execution of tasks on one machine
of that type until we obtain ns runtimes of independent tasks. When this stage
is done, BaTS is able to compute the list of budget estimates and their respective
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schedules. The user selects a schedule, and BaTS resumes execution (Figure 4) after
acquiring machines according to the selected schedule’s configuration.
During the execution phase (Figure 4), BaTS monitors the actual progress made.
The search for a new configuration is triggered when estimates computed at the end
of a monitoring interval indicate a budget constraint violation. In this case, the new
configuration C’ replaces C. BaTS decides whether machine M should continue to be
part of the computation or it should be released, based on the current configuration.
Note that BaTS computes no schedules until it can derive stochastic properties for
all participating clusters (the end of the sampling phase). If there are no tasks
finished during a monitoring interval, BaTS updates both the profiling and cluster
utilization estimates as described in previous sections.
It is important to note that BaTS execution phase can also function in a standalone mode (lines 4-6 in Figure 4), for those cases where the user has already a
clear idea for a desired budget or the linear dependency assumption does not hold.
4. Performance Evaluation
We have implemented a Java-based BaTS prototype using our Ibis platform [9].
The prototype consists of two parts: the master, which can run on any desktoplike machine, and the worker which is deployed on cloud machines. The master
component implements the core of BaTS, while the worker is a lightweight wrapper
for task execution. All communication between the master and the workers uses
Ibis’ communication layer, IPL.
We have emulated an environment of two different (cloud) clusters in the DAS-3
multi-cluster system. The physical machines are 2.4 GHz AMD Opteron DP, each
has 4 GB of memory and 250 GB of local disk space, running Scientific Linux. Both
emulated clusters have 32 machines. Requests for machines that will run the worker
component are sent by the master component to the local cluster scheduler (SGE),
thus incurring realistic, significant startup times as in real clouds. However, we do
not allow queueing delays due to competing requests.
Previous work [3] evaluated extensively the performance of the BaTS execution phase scheduling algorithm in different scenarios and compared it to a budgetoblivious self-scheduling algorithm. Though it showed that BaTS successfully schedules bags of tasks within given, user-defined budget contraints, and that, if the budget allows, BaTS finds schedules comparable in makespan to the those produced
by the self-scheduling algorithm, it also identified a serious cost overhead incurred
by the implicit sampling phase on each cluster, the latter is being overcome by our
new, linear-regression based, initial sampling phase.
Our current performance evaluation consists of two parts. The first part compares the cost of budget estimation (sampling phase) to the cost of the bag’s execution itself. It also investigates the accuracy of the linear regression mechanism,
which is used for the budget estimates. The second part of the evaluation verifies
the execution of the estimated schedules, and their real costs and runtime.
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4.1. Emulation Setup
For the present performance evaluation we use a workload of medium size, where
the assumptions made by the statistical device behind BaTS hold. Recent work [10]
on the properties of bags-of-tasks has shown that in many cases the intra-BoT
distribution of execution times follows a normal distribution. Accordingly, we have
generated a workload of 1000 tasks whose runtimes
√ (expressed in minutes) are
2
drawn from the normal distribution N(15, σ ), σ = 5. We enforce these runtimes
by executing the sleep command accordingly.
We assume two different clusters, characterized by their own cost and execution
speed, and derived from these, their profitability, a measure for the value offered
for the money paid. We define the profitability of a machine type (cluster) i with
respect to the cheapest machine type available m as the speed increase compared
to the cost increase:

profitability =

Tm c m
∗
Ti
ci

where Tm , Ti represent the average theoretical task execution time for clusters m
and i, respectively; cm , ci represent the cost of using a machine from the respective
cluster for one ATU.
One emulated cluster (cluster1 ) charges $3 per machine
√ per ATU and executes
tasks according to the runtimes drawn from N(15, σ 2 ), σ = 5. We create 5 different
scenarios w.r.t. the price and speed of the other emulated cluster cluster2 compared
to cluster1 :
• S1−1 : (profitability 1) cluster2 charges the same price for a machine and has
the same speed;
• S1−4 : (profitability 4) cluster2 charges the same price for a machine, but is 4
times as fast;
• S4−1 : (profitability 0.25) cluster2 charges 4 times as much ($12 for a machine)
but has the same speed;
• S3−4 : (profitability 1.33) cluster2 is 3 times as expensive (charges $9 for a machine), and is 4 times as fast;
• S4−3 : (profitability 0.75) cluster2 is 4 times as expensive (charges $12 for a
machine), and is 3 times as fast.
For emulating variable speeds of cluster2 , we modify the parameter to sleep
accordingly. All prices are per accountable time unit, which we set to 60 minutes
(without loss of generality).
4.2. Estimating runtime distributions (Linear Regression)
Figure 5 shows how well the runtime distributions of the bags are estimated by
the linear regression mechanism. For all 5 scenarios, we compare µ and σ of the
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real bag (computed offline from all runtimes) with the values estimated by the LR
mechanism, for both clusters c1 and c2 . It can be clearly seen that LR finds almost
perfect estimates based on the rather tiny sample size.
20

5

18
4

16
14

3

12
10

µ minutes

6
1

4
2

σ minutes

2

8

0
profitability 0.25
c1 real µ
c1 real σ

0.75
c1 LR µ
c1 LR σ

1

1.33
c2 real µ
c2 real σ

4
c2 LR µ
c2 LR σ

Fig. 5. Comparing bag stochastic properties as estimated by LR with the real values (computed
using all generated runtimes).

Table 1 presents the costs of the LR-based sampling phase and the costs of
the implicit sampling phase used by BaTS when the LR-based sampling module is
absent [3]. We further compare the sampling phase costs to the costs of the cheapest
makespan (C.M.) and the fastest makespan (F.M.) possible. In the LR-based case,
the latter costs are expressed as the sum of the respective sampling and execution
phase costs. For BaTS sampling without LR, the sampling phase is intertwined
with the execution phase, and therefore the costs of the cheapest and the fastest
makespans are not separate.

Table 1. Costs compared for each profitability case:
for sampling(S), for cheapest makespan(C.M.), and for fastest
with LR
S
C.M.
F.M.
profitability
0.25 (4-1)
105
105 + 732 = 837
105 + 1920 = 2025
0.75 (4-3)
105
105 + 696 = 801
105 + 960 = 1065
1 (1-1)
42
42 + 732 = 774
42 + 768 = 810
1.33 (3-4)
84
84 + 513 = 597
84 + 768 = 852
42
42 + 171 = 213
42 + 384 = 426
4 (1-4)

makespan(F.M.).
without LR
S
C.M. F.M.
450
1026
2034
450
846
1062
180
756
810
360
594
768
180
258
384

Our results show that, without prior knowledge of profitability ratios, using too
many machines during the sampling phase (as done by BaTS without LR) can incur
serious cost penalties. Moreover, the cases without LR where the more expensive
machines are also the most profitable show that the gain in the extra number of
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tasks executed during the sampling phase is not significant enough to justify the
risk of cost penalties.
Overall, the LR-based sampling mechanism has a rather small (but nonnegligible) cost. The cost of this sampling phase, however, is not wasted, because
the first real tasks are already computed here that need not be repeated in the
following execution phase.
4.3. Budget estimate and control
The LR-based estimation phase produces several proposed schedules, along with
their estimated makespan and cost, ranging from mimimum budget to fastest
makespan. The minimum budget (Bmin1 ) is computed as the budget needed for
the bag’s execution on 1 machine of the most profitable type. This budget is given
as input to BKP yielding a schedule (with a configuration possibly consisting of
more machines) that gives the cheapest makespan. At the other extreme of the
relevant range is the budget required for the fastest makespan,(Bf astest ), which is
computed as the budget needed for the bag’s execution on all available machines.
(In either case, BaTS may require a cushion to achieve ∆N ≤ 0.) This leads to the
following list of proposed schedules:
•
•
•
•

Sched1 corresponds to the budget (Bmin1 ) and represents the cheapest makespan.
Sched2 corresponds to a budget of Bmin1 increased by 20%.
Sched3 corresponds to a budget of Bf astest decreased by 20%.
Sched4 corresponds to the budget (Bf astest ) needed for the bag’s execution on all
available machines.

We evaluate BaTS’ budget estimate and control capabilities using two interesting
profitability scenarios, S4−1 and S3−4 , presented in Section 4.1. S4−1 represents
a corner case, where all machines have the same speed, but those in cluster2
cost 4 times more ($12 per ATU), while S3−4 illustrates a realistic scenario, where
machines in cluster2 cost 3 times more ($9 per ATU), but are 4 times faster.
For each scenario, we ran (where relevant) BaTS with each budget presented in
Table 2. The only exception is that we do not run BaTS in scenario S4−1 with
schedule Sched1 since it would run very long while not providing useful insights.
Table 2 summarizes, for both scenarios, the schedules proposed by the LR estimation phase. Each schedule is described by the estimated budget, the necessary
budget cushion (in case ∆N > 0), the machine configuration in numbers of machines
on (cluster1 , cluster2 ), and the estimated makespan expressed in ATU’s.
Results are shown in Figure 6. In scenario S3−4 , one interesting case is Sched1
which uses the Bmin1 as input to BKP and at first obtains a configuration consisting
of 28 cluster2 machines and 1 cluster1 machine. However, BaTS discovers a
∆N =14 and indicates to the user that a 2% increase of Bmin1 would produce a
schedule that renders ∆N negative. The new schedule requires 29 machines from
cluster2 and none from cluster1 . The new configuration is successful and BaTS
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Table 2. Schedules proposed by the LR
budget
S3−4
Sched1
Bmin1 =
Sched2
⌈1.2 ∗ Bmin1 ⌉ =
Sched3
⌈0.8 ∗ Bfastest ⌉ =
Sched4
Bfastest =
S4−1
Sched1
Bmin1 =
Sched2
⌈1.2 ∗ Bmin1 ⌉ =
Sched3
⌈0.8 ∗ Bfastest ⌉ =
Sched4
Bfastest =

journal

estimation phase for scenarios S3−4 and S4−1 .
cushion
machines
makespan
$513
$11
(0, 29)
2 ATU
$615
(6, 32)
2 ATU
$615
(6, 32)
2 ATU
$768
(32, 32)
2 ATU
$732
(4, 0)
61 ATU
$872
(32, 1)
8 ATU
$1536
$97
(32, 19)
5 ATU
$1920
$9
(32, 32)
4 ATU
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Fig. 6. Budget, cost and makespan for bag after sampling, comparing BaTS in two profitability
cases with four different budgets.

finishes the bag execution in 1 hour and 58 minutes.
In the same scenario S3−4 , Sched2 and Sched3 happen to be the same, albeit
obtained in two different ways. The run happens as planned and BaTS finishes
the execution in 1 hour and 48 minutes, using a configuration of 32 machines from
cluster2 and 6 machines from cluster1 . When running Sched4 in scenario S3−4 ,
BaTS finishes the bag in 1 hour and 35 minutes, using all machines from both
clusters.
For scenario S4−1 , we find several interesting cases. First, when analyzing Sched3 ,
BaTS finds ∆N =32 on a configuration of 32 machines from cluster1 and 17 machines from cluster2 . BaTS proceeds to refine the schedule by increasing the budget
in 1% increments from 80% of Bfastest and finds a new schedule at 0.85*Bfastest =$1633
which has a ∆N ≤ 0. The new schedule configuration consists of 32 machines from
cluster1 and 19 machines from cluster2 . The respective run is successful and
BaTS finishes the bag execution in 4 hours and 53 minutes within budget.
BaTS computes for the schedule corresponding to Bfastest =$1920 a ∆N =3. In
this particular case (all available machines already in use), adding a cushion budget
can only lead to a longer makespan. The alternative to using a cushion might be
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another longer, but possibly aborted run due to the budget violation. To assess the
impact of the user-provided cushion we ran BaTS in this particular setting both
with a cushion and without. Results are shown in Figure 7. BaTS pre-computes
a cushion of $9 (3 machines from cluster1 running for at most one more ATU
(hour) after the planned number of ATUs expired). When the user agrees to it,
BaTS finishes the bag within the initial budget of $1920 with a makespan of 3
hours and 56 minutes. When the user does not agree to the cushion, BaTS still
manages to finish the bag, but it takes 4 hours and 29 minutes. In both runs, BaTS
starts with 32 machines from each cluster. However, in the run without cushion,
BaTS needs to reconfigure at the first possible budget violation signal. This happens
during the first ATU, and BaTS reconfigures to 32 machines from cluster1 and
22 machines from cluster2 starting with the second ATU which leads to the 33
minutes delay compared to the cushioned run. The same possible budget violation
arises when BaTS runs with a cushion, but in this case BaTS can ignore it since
the difference between the number of tasks left in the bag and the number of tasks
that can be accommodated by the remaining budget is less or equal to ∆N ; those
tasks are covered by the cushion.
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Budget, cost and makespan for bag with and without cushion.

We run BaTS in the same S4−1 scenario with Sched2 , comprising 32 machines
from cluster1 and 1 machine from cluster2 , and the bag is executed in 7 hours
and 29 minutes at a cost of 1.2*Bmin =$872. At a cost of 20% more than Bmin1 ,
BaTS delivers a makespan 86% smaller than that corresponding to Sched1 .
5. Related Work
Recent research efforts have addressed different aspects of bag-of-tasks applications.
We compare our present proposal to existing research with respect to the assumptions made on task and resource characteristics, the proposed goals, the scheduling
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plan characteristics, the performance metrics used to compare against established
algorithms, and the respective algorithms.
The assumptions on task characteristics involve the existence of prior knowledge
on arrival rate, execution time, or deadline for each task in the bag. Work presented
in [11, 12, 13, 14] assumes a-priori known task execution times. One relaxation is
found in [15] where all tasks are assumed to be in the same complexity class and
there is a calibration step to determine execution time estimates per machine type.
The assumptions are further relaxed in [16] to relative complexity classes of tasks,
though all the classes are supposed to be known in advance, which is similar to
assumptions made by [17] where job classes have known average execution times
per machine type. BaTS, in contrast, only assumes that some form of runtime
distribution exists, and uses stochastic methods to detect it at runtime.
Work presented in [18] addresses homogenous grid resources and is extended
to heterogenous systems in [19]. Completely heterogenous systems are addressed
by [13, 14, 16, 20]. Our target platform is composed of several heterogenous sets of
homogenous machines, which fits perfectly a composite of scientific grids and cloud
systems.
Makespan minimization is the main focus of research done in [11, 20]. This is
accompanied by response time minimization at task level in [14]. These scheduling
algorithms are compared against traditional algorithms such as Min-Min, MaxMin [21] and Sufferage [22]. A mixture of robustness optimization, while satisfying
makespan and price constraints is presented in [13]. It assumes a fixed, one-time cost
per machine type. Robustness optimization is the main focus of research conducted
in [16]. In contrast, we use an economic model for resource utilization, that matches
the current, elastic cloud system offerings.
The mapping between tasks and resources can be done either off-line [13, 19]
or on-line. The on-line techniques can be further categorized using the mapping
event granularity: fine granularity implies the mapping is performed as soon as a
task arrived/is ready [20]. Coarse granularity makes mapping decisions on a batch
of tasks. Hybrid approaches are employed in [14, 16]. With BaTS, we consider all
tasks to be available for execution when the application starts. However, mapping
events are triggered by an (adjustable) timeout.
Recent work [17, 23] shares more similarities with BaTS. The work presented
in [17] tackles the mirrored problem: observing a user-specified job response time
deadline while minimizing the cost per hour. A more flexible approach is presented
in [23], which deals with either minimizing the cost for a user-specified deadline
or minimizing the makespan for a user-specified budget. However, both approaches
do not consider intermediate solutions which the user could consider best fitted for
her needs. In our own previous work [3], we presented our self-scheduling and selfreconfiguration approach for the execution phase and identified the need to guide
users by estimating a range of suitable budgets. As presented here, BaTS achieves
this by decoupling the sampling phase from the execution phase, while adding a
sophisticated, stochastic estimation tool for bag runtimes and budgets.
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6. Conclusions
Elastic computing, as offered by Amazon and its competitors, has changed the
way compute resources can be accessed. The elasticity of clouds allows users to
allocate computers on the fly, according to the application’s needs. While each
commercial offering has a defined quality of service, users still lack guidance for
deciding how many machines of which type and for how long would be necessary
for their application to complete within a given budget, and as quickly as possible.
Bags of tasks are an important class of applications that lend themselves well
for execution in elastic environments. In this work, we have introduced BaTS,
our budget-constrained scheduler for bag-of-tasks applications. BaTS requires no
a-priori information about task execution times. It uses statistical methods to execute samples of tasks on all cloud platforms that are available to a user. During
an initial sampling phase, BaTS estimates makespans and budget requirements for
different combinations of cloud offerings, and presents the user with a choice of
either cheaper or faster options. Based on the user’s choice, BaTS monitors the
progress of the tasks during the bag execution, according to its own predictions.
BaTS dynamically reconfigures the set of machines, based on the expected budget
consumption and completion time, should this become necessary during execution.
We have evaluated BaTS by emulating different clouds on the DAS-3 multicluster system. For each test, we used two clouds with different profitability (priceperformance ratio) and let BaTS schedule a bag of 1000 tasks. We have investigated
various different profitability ratios.
We have evaluated the quality of the estimates and have shown that, despite
the rather tiny sample size, BaTS almost perfectly estimates the bag’s properties,
at rather low execution costs for the initial sample. We have verified that the actual
execution of a bag, performed by BaTS based on the user’s choice of budget and
makespan, conforms to the predicted times and costs.
Our results are very encouraging, but they also open up new questions. Improving the tail phase of the schedule seems a promising approach for further minimizing
BaTS’ makespans, without raising the costs incurred. Allowing different accountable time units from cluster to cluster would further enhance BaTS’ flexibility. As
users are also concerned by other properties, like, for example, energy consumption,
more parameters will have to be modelled by BaTS in the future, apart from cost
and makespan.
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